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Introduction
The world has become an unpredictable place creating uncertainty
and insecurity for anyone doing business overseas or in unfamiliar
environments.
But to be a global business you have to be able to deploy people and other assets to foreign countries and to
feel confident they can just ‘get on with business’ without having to worry. You can’t be limited or paralyzed by
potential risks. Equally, you can’t just ignore them. After all, it’s your responsibility to ensure their safety and the
security of your assets wherever they are.
Anvil exists to help you do that. Our comprehensive risk management services are designed to enable
businesses to operate safe in the knowledge that everything possible is being done to ensure their people and
other assets are protected. We combine deep security expertise with innovative technology to help you deliver
the policies, training, protection and responses needed - no matter what.
We recognize that every business is different, so first we invest time to get to know you and your business. Not
just what you do or where you operate, but your culture, your processes and how you do business. We need to
understand the general risks and the specific demands placed on your people and the way they work. Only then

“
Anvil’s vast experience
in providing strategic
and practical security
support to many of the
world’s most prominent
organisations means
you can rely on us to
protect your people
and global operations.”

are we able to identify where we can add most value and how we can integrate with your other resources.
The end result is a true partnership. One where everyone knows what their responsibilities are, how it all
fits together and how it ensures that risk analysis, interpretation and response becomes part of how you
do business.
Doing just this and doing it well is how we’ve become the essential security partner for international business
- enabling business as usual wherever you operate.
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Policies, Procedures
and Planning
It is impossible for organisations to eliminate all potential threats.
However, in addition to implementing security measures to protect
your most valuable assets, strategies and contingency arrangements
should be developed to respond to incidents and to get back to
“business as usual” as quickly as possible.
Prompt and comprehensive recovery is vital to overcoming a crisis and minimising further damage. Anvil
will help you to study, identify and forecast likely crisis situations and decide on the specific methods your
organisation should employ to prevent or cope with incidents.

K EY

S ER VICE S:

LL Gap Analysis (of your existing policies and plans)

LL Policy & Plan Development
• Travel Risk Management

LL Workplace Violence Programs

• Crisis Management

LL Red Team & Penetration Testing

• Evacuation

LL Policy & Plan Training (desktop exercises and

• Emergency Response

rehearsal drills)

• Business Resilience
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Training
Anvil’s training programmes are always delivered by subject matter
experts who cover a wide range of security topics delivered in a variety
of formats to suit your needs, including eLearning, remote or on-site
workshops or lecture-style briefings - to groups or individuals.
Most courses are pre-designed, however, as standard we will collaborate with you to customise the content so it fits
the unique needs of your organisation and the course participants by undertaking a training needs analysis prior
to training delivery.
You can be confident that our training programmes deliver the highest standards of quality assurance and
certification through our accreditation as a City & Guilds training centre for the delivery of training on a number
of security related subjects, and SIA approval to conduct Close Protection training.

MOST

P OPUL A R

CO U RSE S:

LL Hostile & Harsh Environment

LL Traveller Safety

LL Conflict Management

LL Workplace Violence

LL Situational Awareness

LL Lone Female Traveller

LL Active Shooter

LL LGBTQ

LL Digital Hardening

LL Hurricane Preparedness
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Risk Assessments
The effectiveness of an organisation’s security programme rests not
on any individual programme element, but rather on the interaction
of each element. At Anvil, we assess each client’s security needs
individually and comprehensively, partnering with you as a trusted
security advisor to deliver thorough risk and vulnerability evaluations
and recommendations for your premises, including offices, industrial
buildings, meeting/event venues, hotels and private residences.
Our risk assessments provide a comprehensive evaluation of your facilities’ physical security infrastructure
and security personnel arrangements, including an initial in-depth intelligence gathering phase to assess crime
trends and the general threat landscape of the location, as well as social engineering vulnerabilities
and capabilities of the local police and fire services.
In addition, we verify the adequacy of introduced safety measures, such as emergency exits and fire control
apparatus. Our holistic approach ensures we focus on your employees and company profile, not just
local threats.
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Secure Journey
Management
Whether travelling by commercial or private aircraft, it is often the
journey from the airport to the final destination that offers the greatest
risk of encountering danger, disappointment or distress.
Even in the most developed countries, it is possible that the waiting driver is poorly trained, unlicensed,
uninsured and could certainly lack sufficient experience to interact with senior executives.
Anvil’s secure travel network arranges to meet and greet the traveller anywhere in the world, even in the most
dangerous of cities, with highly trained, knowledgeable and trusted personnel who will drive the most appropriate
vehicles safely to the final destination. We have undertaken innumerable international assignments involving
multi-destination visits. We understand the need for flexibility, reliability and consistency in service delivery.

K EY

S ER VICE S:

LL Security Trained Drivers and Liaison Officers

LL Real-Time Tracking and Incident Monitoring

LL Executive Protection Officers

LL Route, Hotel and Venue Risk Assessments

LL Airport Transfers

LL 24/7 Emergency Response Service

LL VIP Airport Fast Track Service

LL Translation/Interpreter Services

LL Pre-Trip Intelligence Reporting
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Special Projects
Anvil has extensive experience in the provision of specialist security
consultancy services and physical support to protect the interests of our
clients. When the situation demands a greater level of experience and
professionalism, you can draw upon a team of trusted experts to protect
your people, assets and premises.
These individuals possess enhanced knowledge and specialist skills and carry out their duties in line with a strictly
enforced code of conduct and operating procedures.

TYPICAL

S PEC I A L

PROJECT

SE RVI C E S:

LL Security support for large-scale operations, including
sporting events and film/TV productions.
LL Security support for high-risk operations, including
hostile terminations, austere travel or emergency
response support during major incidents.
LL Security support for corporate events, including
AGMs, board meetings, conferences and
marketing events.
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LL Long-term security imbeds
LL Investigations
• Due Diligence
• Background checks
• Digital footprint
• Sentiment analysis
LL Surveillance and Counter-Surveillance
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Emergency Response
When the situation turns critical, you have no better partner than Anvil.
We offer a wealth of experience in successfully and rapidly extracting
personnel from scenes of natural and environmental disaster, political
unrest, terrorist incident, kidnap or other life threatening situations.
Our Emergency Response Teams are on standby 24/7, ready to deploy anywhere in the world. In-house logistics
experts work with a robust network of global partners to ensure local resources are secured, whilst our specialist
coordinators remain in constant contact with our clients to ensure the flow of information around the
developing situation and actions taken.

Get in touch to discover more about our
Corporate Security and Protection Services
Our extensive team of risk consultants and security professionals are looking forward to discussing
and solving your distinct operational challenges.
Contact enquiries@anvilgroup.com or telephone:
Europe

+44 (0) 20 7938 4221

Americas

+1 (813) 514 6276

Japan

+81 3 6550 9775
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